
AUTOMATICALLY VALIDATE ADDRESSES

Starting at intake and cascading throughout the system, you have the 
opportunity to validate client addresses to ensure that the team in the field 
arrive at the correct location. If an address cannot be validated, Best Route 
provides a suggested address as well as a visual indicator of which part of the 
address could not be validated, so that data entry mistakes are eliminated at the 
source. In areas that are not mapped well, typically rural locations, Best Route 
offers the opportunity to move the mapping pin to the correct address location 
for accurate directions and mileage calculations.

OPTIMIZE YOUR SCHEDULING

Best Route offers front-end decision support to your schedulers by providing 
them with the chance to review an employee’s schedule for the day and then 
reorder the visits based on the fastest route, the shortest route or most optimized 
route to reduce both mileage and the time your employees spend on the road. 
Those visits that need to be performed at a specific time are flagged and the 
route can be optimized around them.

AUTOMATE MILEAGE ENTRY

On completion of service delivery, verified visit mileage calculations are 
automatically completed, dramatically reducing data entry and improve 
the accuracy of your reports. The mileage data is available throughout your 
organization and can be fed directly into the payroll system for immediate 
disbursement. If mileage continues to be self-reported, you are able to compare 
and contrast the mileage reported with Best Route suggested to identify areas 
for improvement.
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HERE’S WHAT BEST ROUTE CAN DO FOR YOU:

• Reduce mileage expenses by improving the accuracy of mileage 
calculations.

• Increase your clinician’s capacity by removing manual data entry of visit- 
to-visit mileage records, validating patient addresses and suggesting 
routes with the least amount of on the road time.

• Eliminate manual administration and QA of mileage.

• Enable performance management by identifying variances from agency 
processes and policies.

• Documents mileage to the visit for improved reporting.

• Feed directly into payroll so that mileage disbursements are paid out 
every pay period.

SPEND LESS TIME ON THE ROAD


